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Abstract. Most of the high-altitude auroral electric fields
observed by CLUSTER can be classified into monopolar and
bipolar structures. The observations associate monopolar
electric fields with polar cap boundary arcs, while bipolar
fields tend to be linked to discrete arcs within the auroral
oval and to polar cap arcs. The present paper proposes an ex-
planation for this association based on a simple model of the
magnetotail configuration and kinetic model computations.
The paper introduces a quasi-electrostatic model to describe
the auroral current system associated with monopolar and
bipolar high-altitude fields. Analytic solutions are presented.
The model gives indications about the location of the up- and
downward field-aligned current regions, the ionospheric and
magnetospheric convection along the arc, the acceleration or
deceleration of precipitating particles, and the behaviour of
escaping ionospheric ions.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral phenomena;
Current systems; Magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions)

1 Introduction

Johansson et al.(2005, 2006) have conducted an in-depth
survey of the high-altitude electric fields that have been ob-
served by CLUSTER above the auroral regions. Flying at
an altitude of 4–6RE, CLUSTER indicates that strong auro-
ral electric fields are always found at plasma boundaries in
the magnetosphere. The observed electric field profiles can
have various forms. One way of classifying these structures
is to distinguish “convergent” and “divergent” electric fields,
which correspond to V-shaped or nested V-shaped magneto-
spheric potential profiles (e.g.,Lyons, 1980, 1981; De Keyser
and Echim, 2010). Another classification considers three
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groups: electric field profiles that are monopolar, bipolar, or
of a more complicated nature.Johansson et al.(2006) have
related monopolar fields to the lobe-plasma sheet interface,
and thus to polar cap boundary arcs, while bipolar electric
fields tend to be associated with interfaces within the plasma
sheet. Bipolar electric fields are also found in polar cap arcs
(Maggiolo et al., 2006).

The present paper examines auroral monopolar and bipo-
lar electric fields in the context of kinetic descriptions of
magnetospheric boundary layers that might be the genera-
tors of discrete arcs or other auroral phenomena (Roth et al.,
1996; De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2008). The paper also
addresses the general properties of the auroral current cir-
cuits associated with such monopolar and bipolar electric
fields. These can be understood in terms of the structures
identified for convergent/divergent electric fields (De Keyser
and Echim, 2010), since monopolar and bipolar electric field
profiles can be regarded as a succession of convergent and/or
divergent electric field configurations. Because of their fre-
quent occurrence in the auroral regions, however, monopolar
and bipolar fields merit a more detailed study.

Special attention is given to the high-altitude signatures of
the auroral system that are observable by spacecraft such as
CLUSTER: The high-altitude perpendicular electric field, the
field-aligned currents, the upgoing electrons, and the escap-
ing ionospheric ions. The latter, in particular, turn out to be
sensitive indicators of auroral current system structure. They
are also important in their own right, as auroral ion escape is
a major source of heavy ions in the terrestrial magnetosphere.

This paper is organized as follows. Section2 describes the
general configuration and proposes a qualitative explanation
as to why polar cap boundary arcs are associated with high-
altitude monopolar fields while auroral oval arcs and polar
cap arcs tend to correspond to high-altitude bipolar electric
fields. Section3 focuses on the auroral current system of
monopolar electric fields. Section4 presents a similar anal-
ysis for the case of bipolar fields. The paper concludes with
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Table 1. Notation.

Symbol Meaning

ρs gyroradius of (thermal) particles of speciess
Ls , `s absolute and dimensionless transition length of speciess in a TD interface
W⊥s perpendicular energy of (thermal) particles of speciess

h altitude of the topside ionosphere
x ionospheric coordinate across a 1-D structure, measured at altitudeh

x̂ magnetospheric coordinate across a 1-D structure, measured at high altitude
b scaling factor relating distances at magnetospheric and ionospheric altitude
1⊥φtail electric potential difference across the magnetotail
1⊥φext electric potential difference imposed across a TD interface
1⊥φTD maximum electric potential difference supported by a TD interface
φ ionospheric electric potential at altitudeh
φ̂ magnetospheric electric potential at high altitude
1⊥φ̂,1⊥φ̂L ,1⊥φ̂R electric potential differences across magnetospheric interfaces
εL , εR, εC magnetospheric convection electric fields mapped to altitudeh

1‖φ field-aligned potential difference between ionosphere and magnetosphere
j‖ field-aligned current (FAC) density at altitudeh
ĵ‖ field-aligned current density at high altitude
J↓, J↑ total downward and upward currents
6P, IP height-integrated Pedersen conductivity and Pedersen current in the ionosphere
P , PL , PR half-thickness of magnetospheric interfaces, measured at altitudeh

S half-thickness of embedded plasma region, measured at altitudeh

ξ , η positions where1‖φ changes sign, measured at altitudeh
K+ Knight constant for the upward current in the basic FAC model
K− Knight constant for the return current above the polar cap
K∗ Knight constant for the return current above the oval in the basic FAC model
λ+, λ−, λ∗ length scales associated withK+,K−,K∗, measured at altitudeh
jPO precipitation/outflow offset current in the advanced FAC model
j0 field-aligned current for1‖φ= 0 in the advanced FAC model
K0 Knight constant for the precipitation/outflow offset current
λ̃+, λ̃∗ length scales associated withK+ +K0 resp.K∗ +K0, measured at altitudeh
1φ+,1φ∗ equivalent electric potentials associated withj0 andK+ +K0 resp.K∗ +K0

a summary of the main findings and their implications. For
convenience, Table1 gives an overview of the notation used
in this paper.

2 Global configuration

At the outset, it is assumed that the magnetosphere harbours
sufficiently long-lived electric potential structures that drive
auroral current systems, i.e., the quasi-electrostatic picture
is adopted here (as done byLyons, 1980, 1981; Roth et al.,
1996; De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2008; De Keyser and
Echim, 2010). Such magnetospheric potential structures can
act as generators and are connected via field-aligned currents
to the ionosphere, which behaves as a load. It is, however,
also possible that the ionosphere at times acts as a driver of
the electric circuit. The model described here applies to both
cases. The central assumption is that the feedback effects
of the currents on the ionosphere and on the magnetospheric
potential structure are not too strong so that the system is in

a quasi-static state. This assumption is believed to be realis-
tic for long-lived larger-scale auroral structures, although it
cannot be true in general because of the dynamic auroral en-
vironment. The analysis presented here therefore refers to an
idealization, which nevertheless bears out a number of fea-
tures observed in aurora (Vaivads et al., 2003; Echim et al.,
2009).

2.1 Electric potential differences in the tail

Models of the solar wind–magnetosphere interaction imply
the existence of a dawn-dusk electric field across the mag-
netotail, corresponding to a cross-tail potential difference
1⊥φtail. The cold plasma in the lobe convects along equipo-
tential lines as its motion is dictated by theE×B drift. The
convection patterns for different IMF conditions have been
reconstructed from CLUSTER measurements (Haaland et al.,
2008). They are reflected by the corresponding cross-polar
cap potential and the convection cell pattern in the iono-
sphere. The cross-tail potential is typically on the order of
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40 kV. It is therefore not surprising that electric potential
differences of a fraction of1⊥φtail would exist across the
plasma sheet boundary, as this is the boundary between open
field lines connecting through the lobe to the solar wind, and
closed field lines that thread the plasma sheet, especially dur-
ing substorms when the configuration is dynamically chang-
ing. There is, indeed, no a priori reason why the electric
potential on either side of that boundary would be identical.

2.2 Properties of discontinuities in the tail

In a simplified picture, there exist two kinds of plasmas in the
tail: cold and hot plasma. Cold plasma fills the lobes. While
originally thought to be characterized by particle densities of
0.01 cm−3 (e.g.Gosling et al., 1985), densities are now be-
lieved to be 0.1–0.5 cm−3 (Engwall et al., 2006). Detection
of the lobe plasma is difficult because of its low energy (a few
eV). Hot plasma fills the central plasma sheet and the plasma
sheet boundary, with densities up to a few particles per cm3

and ion energies on the order of 5–10 keV. These distinct
plasmas are separated by field-aligned interfaces; the mag-
netic field lines in the lobes are essentially parallel tailward
from about 10RE. One can therefore think about plasma
sheet structure in the tail as being of the tangential disconti-
nuity (TD) type in a rough first approximation. The kinetic
structure of such discontinuities has been modeled in con-
siderable detail (seeRoth et al., 1996, for a review). For the
sake of simplicity of the argument, we assume here that there
is no significant perpendicular plasma velocity shear across
the TD.

An essential characteristic of TD layers is that there is a
limit to the potential difference they can support. Indeed,
consider a TD with thicknessD separating two plasmas with
Maxwellian velocity distributions. If an external potential
difference1⊥φext exists across that layer, the average elec-
tric field in the layer isE≈ −1⊥φext/D. Consider now the
forces acting on a particle with chargeZe and perpendicular
thermal velocityv⊥ inside the layer. The Lorentz force that
lets this particle gyrate in a magnetic field with strengthB
has magnitudeZeBv⊥, while the external electric field in-
side the layer provides a force with magnitudeZe1⊥φext/D.
An equilibrium can exist only if the Lorentz force is stronger
than the external electric field; otherwise the particles can no
longer be tied to the field line. This condition is satisfied
when

1⊥φext<v⊥BD≡1⊥φTD. (1)

The thickness of a TD in the plasma sheet must be on the
order of the largest gyroradius involved, that of the hot ions,
ρ+, so that

D= `ρ+ = `
m+v⊥+

ZeB

with a dimensionless thickness parameter`≥ 1, and where
m+ andv⊥+ denote ion mass and perpendicular thermal ve-
locity. Condition (1) can then be rewritten as

1⊥φext<1⊥φTD =
`

Ze
m+v

2
⊥+

=
2`

Ze
W⊥+, (2)

with W⊥+ =m+v
2
⊥+
/2, which tells us that the maximum

electric potential difference expressed in Volt must be of the
order of the energyW ′

⊥+
=W⊥+/e of the hot ions expressed

in electronVolt. While this simple argument does not include
the polarization and shielding effects that would occur in a
real TD because of the interplay between the different par-
ticle populations, it captures an essential physical ingredi-
ent that is present in fully kinetic TD models. Note that this
maximum potential difference is closely related to the well-
known flow shear limit across a TD, since flow shear gener-
ates a potential difference across a finite-thickness TD layer
(Sestero, 1964, 1966; Roth et al., 1996; De Keyser et al.,
1997; De Keyser, 1999).

An additional feature of TDs is the structure of their in-
ternal electric field. Figure1 presents the interface struc-
ture computed with a kinetic TD model (Roth et al., 1996).
In such models, each speciess is characterized by a tran-
sition length scaleLs = `sρs , whereρs is the gyroradius
and`s ≥ 1 a dimensionless factor. Thès are free param-
eters in the model, but physical considerations suggest that
ρ+ ≤L+ < 5ρ+ and 1<L+/L− < 10; in the examples be-
low, this is achieved with̀ + = 1 and`− = 40. Consider
an interface between a cold lobe plasma (with a density of
0.1 cm−3, 1 eV electrons and 5 eV protons) and a hot plasma
sheet plasma (with typical density 0.5 cm−3, 1 keV elec-
trons and 5 keV protons), with gyroradii such thatLcold− <

Lcold+ � Lhot− < Lhot+. The transition of the hot parti-
cle densities across the TD takes place on the two differ-
ent length scalesLhot− andLhot+, which tends to produce
a charge separation effect and an attendant polarization elec-
tric field. As the length scale is rather large, this gives rise to
significant potential variations. The lobe ions and electrons
experience a similar charge separation effect but the result-
ing polarization electric field is negligible since the distance
scalesLcold− andLcold+ are much shorter.

If there is no external potential difference (1⊥φext = 0,
Fig. 1b) across the interface, there is a broad region with
small |Ex | (thickness scaleLhot+) and a narrow region with
large |Ex | in the opposite sense (thickness on the order of
Lhot−), so that integratingEx produces the net zero poten-
tial difference: This is a bipolar electric field structure. The
presence of a significant electric potential difference across
the layer affects the balance of positive and negative charges
in the transition. For instance, for1⊥φext< 0 (Fig. 1a), the
external potential attracts hot electrons to the center of the
layer and repels the hot protons, while it does the reverse
for the cold plasma species. As a consequence, the elec-
tric field becomes more intense and has definitely a monopo-
lar character. For1⊥φext> 0 (Fig. 1c), the hot protons are
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(a) 1⊥φext= −1 kV (b) 1⊥φext= 0 (c) 1⊥φext>+1 kV
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(d) 1⊥φext= −1 kV (e) 1⊥φext= 0 (f) 1⊥φext>+1 kV
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Fig. 1. Electric structure of magnetospheric tangential discontinuity interfaces for different transverse electric potential differences1⊥φext,
as computed with a kinetic model (Roth et al., 1996). The magnetic field at the center of the interfaces was taken to be 40 nT. Top three
rows (a), (b), (c): Interfaces between a cold plasma (0.1 cm−3, 1 eV electrons and 5 eV protons, left of the interface) and a hot plasma
(0.5 cm−3, 1 keV electrons and 5 keV protons, right of the interface), typical of the lobe–plasma sheet boundary. Bottom three rows(d), (e),
(f): Interfaces between two hot plasmas (0.1 and 1 cm−3, 1 keV electrons and 5 keV protons). The electric potentialφ, the transverse electric
fieldEx , and the partial densitiesne of the electrons andnH+ of the protons to the left (black and red) and to the right of the interface (green
and blue), are given for each case.

attracted while the hot electrons are repelled; the resulting
electric field structure is also monopolar, now with the op-
posite sense. Considering an interface within the plasma

sheet, between two hot plasmas with the same temperatures
(1 keV electrons and 5 keV protons) but with different densi-
ties, 0.1 cm−3 on one side and 1 cm−3 on the other side, one
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Fig. 2. Electric potential variation from the lobe to the center of the plasma sheet. Given an externally applied potential difference1⊥φext,
and given a maximum for the potential difference1⊥φTD across a single discontinuity, this can be accounted for by a single discontinuity
when1⊥φext<1⊥φTD (left panel) but requires more discontinuities when1⊥φext is larger (right panel).

finds electric field profiles that are tripolar, but that would
observationally often be considered as bipolar. Figures1d–
f show that the electric field exhibits structure on the two
length scalesLhot− andLhot+. The detailed structure de-
pends on the degree of asymmetry between the densities on
either side, and on the actual temperatures. Bipolar electric
fields can of course also appear when two interfaces with
monopolar electric field are situated very close together. That
is the likely situation in polar cap arcs, which can often be
thought of as a layer of hot plasma embedded in a colder
environment (Maggiolo et al., 2006).

2.3 Required number of interfaces

It is clear that a transverse potential difference1⊥φext be-
tween the lobe and the center of the plasma sheet may ex-
ist, depending on the global magnetospheric configuration.
Since the lobe plasma is so cold, interfaces inside the lobes
cannot support any significant electric potential difference.
Part of the total1⊥φext can be supported by lobe convection,
but the remainder must appear concentrated over a number
of interfaces at the lobe-plasma sheet boundary and/or inside
the plasma sheet. This is illustrated in Fig.2, where the role
of lobe convection is not included for the sake of simplicity.
Because of the maximum potential difference1⊥φTD across
an individual interface (Eq.2), it follows that there must be
at least

NTD ≥
1⊥φext

1⊥φTD
≈

1⊥φext

2W ′

⊥hot+

interfaces, given that usuallyZhot+ = 1 and`hot+ ≈ 1. As
long as the potential difference is not too large,1⊥φext<

1⊥φTD, there should be at least one interface (NTD ≥ 1).
The left panel in Fig.2 illustrates this case. The simplest
configuration of the plasma sheet would be one in which the
only hot-cold transition with a sharp density difference is lo-
cated at the lobe-plasma sheet interface, thereby producing a
monopolar electric field profile. Of course, the plasma sheet
might have more internal structure so that there are addi-
tional interfaces inside the plasma sheet. The potential differ-

ence across the plasma sheet boundary then needs not be as
big (but would still produce a monopolar field) as additional
smaller potential differences appear across internal plasma
sheet interfaces; the latter may have monopolar or bipolar
or more complicated electric fields. If the lobe-plasma sheet
potential difference1⊥φext is larger, additional interfaces in-
side the plasma sheet are necessary for an equilibrium con-
figuration to exist. One can therefore conclude that there of-
ten must be significant potential differences across the lobe-
plasma sheet interfaces, leading to monopolar electric fields.
At the same time, the existence of additional interfaces in-
side the plasma sheet should come as no surprise, and such
interfaces may have monopolar, bipolar, or more complicated
electric field structures, depending on the changes in temper-
ature and density. Finally, there is also the possibility of hot
plasma embedded in the lobe, giving rise to bipolar electric
field structures that are pairs of monopolar fields.

3 Monopolar electric fields

The auroral current circuit can be studied with a one-
dimensional model based on current continuity. Letx de-
note the horizontal coordinate perpendicular to the structure,
measured at an altitudeh corresponding to the topside iono-
sphere, positive in the poleward direction. Heighth is cho-
sen so that all horizontal currents are situated below that al-
titude. A high-altitude position̂x in the magnetosphere can
be associated with eachx by following the magnetic field
line that connects the ionosphere to the magnetosphere; the
function x̂(x) represents this mapping. All spatial variations
can then be expressed in terms of the ionospheric coordinate
x. The high altitudes considered in this paper correspond to
5–6RE, above the auroral acceleration region, the altitudes
at which the CLUSTER spacecraft typically cross the auro-
ral field lines. The electric potential profile in the magneto-
spheric generator,̂φ(x̂(x)), is considered to be given. Cur-
rent continuity can then be expressed as (Lyons, 1980)
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Table 2. Populations and their associated piecewise linear current–voltage relation. Terms in black correspond to the simple model. A more
realistic model includes also the red terms to account for zero-potential currents due to precipitation of hot plasma sheet particles and the
outflow of heated ionospheric particles. Subscripts m and i refer to magnetospheric and ionospheric particles, respectively, while+ and−

indicate ions and electrons.

population 1‖φ <0 1‖φ≥ 0

lobe electrons jm− = 0 0
lobe ions jm+ = 0 0
polar cap electrons ji− = +Ki−1‖φ 0
polar cap ions ji+ = −Ki+1‖φ 0

plasma sheet electronsjm− = jm−0+K̃m−1‖φ jm−0+K̃m−1‖φ+Km−1‖φ

plasma sheet ions jm+ = jm+0−K̃m+1‖φ+Km+1‖φ jm+0−K̃m+1‖φ

auroral oval electrons ji− = ji−0+K̃i−1‖φ+Ki−1‖φ ji−0+K̃i−1‖φ

auroral oval ions ji+ = ji+0−K̃i+1‖φ−Ki+1‖φ ji+0−K̃i+1‖φ

d

dx

(
6P

d

dx
φ

)
= j‖, (3)

whereφ(x) is the ionospheric electric potential profile,6P
represents the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, and
j‖ is the field-aligned current density in or out of the iono-
sphere. The parallel currentsj‖ are taken to be vertical, and
positive for upward currents. This equation states that the
divergence ofIP= −6P dφ/dx, the horizontal Pedersen cur-
rent integrated over the ionosphere up to altitudeh, is bal-
anced by the field-aligned currents. The ionosphere acts as a
load in the auroral current system, characterized by the Ped-
ersen conductivity; this conductivity is taken constant here.
Note that the Hall conductivity does not appear in the model,
because the Hall currents do not contribute to current closure
in the one-dimensional setup.

A crucial element in the auroral current system are the
field-aligned currents. The current–voltage relation indi-
cates how such currents relate to the field-aligned electric
potential difference1‖φ = φ− φ̂ between the ionospheric
(φ) and magnetospheric (φ̂) electric potentials. The present
study employs a phenomenological approach by considering
(piecewise) linear current–voltage relations (as inDe Keyser
and Echim, 2010). The fundamental principle is that the
field-aligned current grows with1‖φ for particles of one
sign, while particles of the opposite sign experience an elec-
tric potential barrier. We use two different models, both of
which are summarized in Table2. The basic model includes
only the black terms given in the table. For1‖φ < 0, a re-
turn current is the net result of upgoing ionospheric ions and
electrons. Electrons are accelerated out of the ionosphere and
some of the ions can escape too if they have enough energy
to overcome the electric potential barrier, while the plasma
tries to maintain charge neutrality. The analysis byVedin and
Rönnmark(2005) indicates that a substantial upward elec-
tron flux can indeed exist when the accelerating potential is
at lower altitude; this is supported by observations of black
aurora (Marklund et al., 2001). For1‖φ > 0 only precipitat-
ing plasma sheet electrons are considered as they usually are

the main current carriers. A more advanced model, which
incorporates also the red terms in the table, accounts for the
precipitation and outflow offset currentsjPO that exist for
1‖φ = 0 due to the hot plasma sheet electrons and the ions
that precipitate via the loss cone, as well as due to the outflow
of ionospheric ions and electrons in the auroral oval when it
is bombarded by the hot plasma sheet particles. The con-
stants in the current–voltage relation (the Knight constants
and the zero-potential offsets) depend on source population
properties, such as density and temperature, as well as on the
geometric mapping between magnetosphere and ionosphere.
The currents implied by the additional terms must be small;
if not, they would lead to a build-up of a magnetosphere-
ionosphere charge imbalance. Despite the fact that they are
small, they may alter the configuration and affect the escape
of ionospheric ions. Adding the current contributions of all
populations leads to a combined current–voltage relation that
is piecewise linear as well. The linear approximation has
been used in the past (e.g.Lyons, 1980; Temerin and Carl-
son, 1998), but it obviously is a simplification. The individ-
ual currents are not independent from one another as charge
neutrality must be maintained, and that would translate in a
certain relationship between the different Knight constants,
as well as a possible deviation from linearity. Neverthe-
less, the linear approximation can already capture a number
of interesting properties of the actual physical system (e.g.,
De Keyser and Echim, 2010).

A monopolar electric field produces a step-like change
1⊥φ̂ in the magnetospheric electric potential. We consider
configurations as depicted in Fig.3 where a transverse1⊥φ̂

exists across the lobe-plasma sheet boundary. This boundary
maps onto the polar cap boundary, at the poleward edge of
the auroral oval. The transverse potential difference drives
field-aligned currents that close horizontally as a Pedersen
current in the ionosphere; the upward currents are mainly
due to precipitating electrons that produce auroral emission.
The magnitude and sign of1⊥φ̂ depend on the overall state
of the magnetosphere. The magnetospheric electric potential
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the geometry for monopolar electric fields at the polar cap boundary. The polar cap boundary separates the polar cap
from the auroral oval and maps to the plasma sheet boundary layer, the interface between the lobe (black) and the plasma sheet (green).
Up- and downward field-aligned currents (represented by arrows) flow on either side of the interface. The inset shows the one-dimensional
situation considered here. The blue curve gives the magnetospheric electric potentialφ̂ as a function of position across the structure, from
pole to equator. The shaded region indicates where hot ion and electron precipitation and ionospheric ion outflow occur. Hot ion and electron
precipitation extend throughout the interface.

distribution is closely related to plasma convection and re-
flects the solar wind–magnetosphere and the magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling. Typically, velocity shears may be re-
sponsible for the potential difference across a plasma inter-
face. The sense of the velocity shear determines the sign of
1⊥φ̂, which turns out to be a crucial parameter for the struc-
ture of the auroral current system.

3.1 Monopolar field with 1⊥φ̂ < 0

Consider an interface with thickness 2P that separates the
cold lobe plasma on the left from the hot plasma sheet on the
right, as in Fig.3. The problem domain then consists of the
lobe (above the polar cap,x <−P ), the lobe-plasma sheet
interface (corresponding to the polar cap boundary,−P ≤

x ≤ +P ), and the plasma sheet (above the auroral oval,x >

P ). The magnetospheric electric potential is represented by

φ̂=


−

1
21⊥φ̂−εL(x+P), x <−P,

1
21⊥φ̂

x
P
, −P ≤ x ≤ +P,

+
1
21⊥φ̂−εR(x−P), +P ≤ x.

(4)

The monopolar magnetospheric electric field is taken con-
stant inside the interface,Ex = −1⊥φ̂/2P . This is only
an approximation as observations indicate a more smoothly
varying electric field profile (Johansson et al., 2006). The
electric fieldsεL and εR on either side of the lobe-plasma
sheet interface are due to plasma convection. They are con-
sidered here to be relatively small.

Note that the thickness of the boundary is determined by
the hot plasma sheet particle gyroradii. These hot particles
are present throughout the transition, although their number
actually depends on the sign of1⊥φ̂ (as evident in Fig.1).
That would, strictly speaking, affect the value of the corre-
sponding Knight constant; such changes are not considered
here.

3.1.1 Basic field-aligned current model

If εL and εR are small, there clearly must be a pointξ ∈

[−P,+P ] inside the transition where1‖φ changes sign. The
basic field-aligned current model can then be summarized in
a combined current–voltage relation above the auroral oval
and the equatorward part of the boundary, where1‖φ ≥ 0,
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as

j‖ =Km−1‖φ=K+1‖φ.

Above the poleward part of the boundary, where1‖φ < 0,
the current–voltage relation is

j‖ = (Ki− −Ki+ +Km+)1‖φ=K∗1‖φ,

while above the polar cap, where1‖φ < 0 and where there
is no precipitation,

j‖ = (Ki− −Ki+)1‖φ=K−1‖φ.

K+, K∗, andK− are the overall Knight constants, with
K∗ ≥K−. Armed with these current–voltage relations, cur-
rent continuity can be expressed as

d2φ

dx2
=


1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), x <−P,

1
λ2

∗

(φ− φ̂), −P ≤ x < ξ,

1
λ2

+

(φ− φ̂), ξ ≤ x,

(5)

where λ+ =
√
6P/K+, λ∗ =

√
6P/K∗ and λ− =

√
6P/K− ≥ λ∗ define the characteristic length scales.

Writing down the form of the solutions in the four regions
] − ∞,−P [, [−P,ξ [, [ξ,+P [, and [+P,+∞[, each hav-
ing a linear magnetospheric potential profile and being
characterized by a specific Knight constant, and imposing
the boundary conditionsj‖(±∞) = 0 and the continuity
conditions forφ(x) andIP(x) at −P , ξ , and+P , leads to
a linear system of 8 equations in 8 coefficients. This allows
the problem to be solved in terms ofξ , which is determined
from 1‖φ(ξ)= 0. The full analytical solution is given in
Appendix A. To gain more insight, we look at a few special
cases.

When the current carried by precipitating magnetospheric
ions in the return current region is negligible relative to the
current carried by the upgoing ionospheric particles (Ki− −

Ki+ �Km+), thenK∗ =K− andλ∗ = λ−. The point sep-
arating the up- and downward current regions can then be
found explicitly as

ξ =
λ−−λ+

λ−+λ+

P −
λ−λ+

λ−+λ+

log
1⊥φ̂+2εRP

1⊥φ̂+2εLP
(6)

as long as the convection electric fields are small and/or the
transition is sufficiently thin, so that the potential difference
across the structure dominates and the argument of the log-
arithm is positive. The corresponding ionospheric potential
is

φ= φ̂+



(1⊥φ̂+2εLP)λ−

4P (1−e−2(ξ+P)/λ−)e(x+P)/λ− ,

x <−P,

(1⊥φ̂+2εLP)λ−

4P e−P/λ−(e−x/λ−−e(x−2ξ)/λ−),

−P ≤ x < ξ,

(1⊥φ̂+2εRP)λ+

4P e−P/λ+(e−(x−2ξ)/λ+−ex/λ+),

ξ ≤ x <+P,

(1⊥φ̂+2εRP)λ+

4P (−1+e2(ξ−P)/λ+)e−(x−P)/λ+ ,

+P ≤ x.

(7)

This solution exhibits a left/right symmetry, i.e., it is invari-
ant for a simultaneous exchange of the variablesλ− ↔ λ+,
−x↔ +x, −εL ↔ +εR, and−1⊥φ̂↔ +1⊥φ̂. (Note thatξ
also changes sign for such an exchange.)

A second special case occurs when the return current is
rather strong. A strong return current can arise as a negative
parallel potential difference might be able to produce a fairly
rapid upward acceleration of the electrons and therefore a
local depletion of the ionospheric electrons. This would have
two consequences: a large Knight constant (K− �K+) and a
low conductivity (an effect that we do not model here). Both
lead toλ∗ ≤ λ− � P , while λ+ is on the order ofP . One
then finds thatξ = −P , and the solution is

φ= φ̂−



0,
x <−P,

(1⊥φ̂+2εRP)λ+

2P e−2P/λ+ sinhx+P
λ+
,

−P ≤ x <+P,

(1⊥φ̂+2εRP)λ+

4P (1−e−2P/λ+)e−(x−P)/λ+ ,

+P ≤ x,

(8)

in which there is no parallel potential difference forx <−P .
Note thatλ∗ andλ− have disappeared from the solution.

A final special case is the thin interface limit, whenP �

λ∗ ≤ λ− and P � λ+, i.e., when the characteristic length
scales associated with the auroral circuit are all larger than
the interface thickness. The condition1‖φ(ξ) = 0 then
amounts to

ξ =
P

λ−+λ+

[
(λ−−λ+)−

2λ−λ+ 1ε

1⊥φ̂

]
, (9)

where1ε = εR −εL , so thatξ → 0 asP → 0. Note thatλ∗

plays no role as the region with magnetospheric ion precip-
itation becomes vanishingly thin. The ionospheric potential
is

φ= φ̂+

(1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε)
λ−ex/λ−
λ−+λ+

, x <0,

−(1⊥φ̂+λ−1ε)
λ+e−x/λ+

λ−+λ+
, 0≤ x,

(10)

This solution has the same left/right symmetry discussed be-
fore: It is invariant for an exchange of the variablesλ− ↔ λ+,
−x ↔ +x, −εL ↔ +εR, and−1⊥φ̂↔ +1⊥φ̂. The corre-
sponding field-aligned currents are

j‖ =

K−(1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε)
λ−ex/λ−
λ−+λ+

, x <0,

−K+(1⊥φ̂+λ−1ε)
λ+e−x/λ+

λ−+λ+
, 0≤ x,

(11)

The current forms two current sheets carrying up-
ward/downward field-aligned currents on either side of the
lobe-plasma sheet interface, with thicknessesλ− andλ+. It
is interesting to compute the total parallel current on either
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side of the interface. These integrated currents are

J↓ =

∫ 0

−∞

j‖(x)dx=6P
1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε

λ− +λ+

,

J↑ =

∫
+∞

0
j‖(x)dx= −6P

1⊥φ̂+λ−1ε

λ− +λ+

.

The two currents are exactly opposite when the con-
vection electric field difference is small,|1ε| �

|1⊥φ̂|/max{λ−,λ+}, so that there is a local closure of
the currents flowing between the magnetosphere and the
ionosphere.

Combining the thin interface approximation with the
strong return current limit, a marked asymmetry between the
two sides arises asλ− � λ+ (whenK− �K+). As the scale
lengthλ− decreases, the return current region becomes nar-
rower while the peak return current increases, so as to main-
tain the balance betweenJ↓ andJ↑. The solution is

φ= φ̂−

{
0, x <0,

1⊥φ̂e−x/λ+ , 0≤ x.
(12)

The field-aligned currents are

j‖ =

{
K−(1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε)

λ−

λ+
δ( x
λ−
), x <0,

−K+1⊥φ̂e−x/λ+ , 0≤ x,
(13)

whereδ(x) is the Dirac function representing a thin current
sheet on the left side. The integrated currents are

J↓ =6P
1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε

λ+

, J↑ = −6P
1⊥φ̂

λ+

,

which balance each other when the convection electric fields
are small.

Figure4 shows a typical lobe-plasma sheet boundary con-
figuration, with an electric potential jump1⊥φ̂= −5 kV and
convection electric fieldsεL = 10 mV/m andεR = 30 mV/m
(panel a). All quantities are plotted as a function ofx, the
transverse horizontal coordinate at the altitude of the topside
ionosphere. The magnetic field mapping factor is typically
b= x̂(x)/x ≈ 10 if the topside ionosphere is ath= 400 km
and if the magnetospheric altitude is 5RE. These parame-
ters are such that they reproduce the observed parallel current
densities at ionospheric altitude on the order of 1–10 µA/m2

for accelerating potentials1‖φ on the order of a kiloVolt,
while the parallel current densities observed at high altitude
are a factorb2 smaller, i.e., two orders of magnitude lower
(Figueiredo et al., 2005; Johansson et al., 2005, 2006, 2007).
The interface has a half-thicknessP = 5 km in the iono-
sphere, typical of observed discrete auroral arc curtains and
corresponding to a half-thicknessbP = 50 km in the magne-
tosphere. Note also thatP <λ+ andP <λ−. If P is larger
than both, one deals with a pair of converging and diverg-
ing electric field configurations so far apart that they can be

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 4. Auroral current structure for a monopolar electric field
at the lobe-plasma sheet boundary, with an electric potential jump
1⊥φ̂ = −5 kV and convection electric fieldsεL = 10 mV/m and
εR = 30 mV/m. The magnetic field mapping factor used to re-
produce magnetospheric quantities isb = 10, corresponding to a
magnetospheric altitude just above the parallel acceleration region.
The boundary thickness is 10 km at ionospheric altitude (100 km at
magnetospheric altitude). All quantities are plotted as a function of
x, the transverse horizontal coordinate at the altitude of the topside
ionosphere. The height-integrated Pedersen conductivity is 1 S. The
basic field-aligned current model was used, with Knight constants
K− = 15 µA/kV m2, K∗ = 17 µA/kV m2, andK+ = 5 µA/kV m2.
(a) Ionospheric and magnetospheric potential, blue resp. green;
(b) Parallel potential difference;(c) Field-aligned current at mag-
netospheric and(d) at ionospheric altitude;(e) Perpendicular elec-
tric field at magnetospheric and(f) ionospheric altitude;(g) Height-
integrated Pedersen current;(h) Parallel and(i) perpendicular ve-
locity at magnetospheric altitude, and(j) energy of upgoing ions
that escape from the ionosphere with an initial energyW0 = 100 eV
(H+, blue, and O+, green).

treated separately (De Keyser and Echim, 2010). The elec-
tric potential jump1⊥φ̂= −5 kV implies a monopolar field
of 50 mV/m at magnetospheric altitude.

The ionospheric potential (panel a, blue) is a “smoothed”
version of the magnetospheric profile (panel a, green). The
field-aligned potential difference1‖φ is indeed< 0 on the
lobe side and> 0 on the plasma sheet side (panel b), with
1‖φ changing sign atξ = −1.2 km. The potential difference
peaks at−1.2 and+1.9 kV. The return current is located
poleward of the interface, while the upward current region is
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found on the equatorward side (panels c and d). The width of
the parallel current regions is of the order ofλ− = 8.2 km and
λ+ = 14.1 km, respectively (λ∗ = 7.7 km plays only a sec-
ondary role inside the return current region). The narrower
return current region on the polar cap side has more intense
currents than the broader upward current on the side of the
oval, since the total up- and downward currents must balance.
While the monopolar magnetospheric electric field perpen-
dicular to the lobe-plasma sheet interface has the rectangu-
lar shape implicit in the imposed magnetospheric potential
(panel e), the ionospheric electric field transverse to the au-
roral structure is also monopolar but more smoothly varying
(panel f). The height-integrated Pedersen current (panel g)
peaks near the center of the polar cap boundary.

It is particularly instructive to examine what happens in the
auroral oval. Plasma sheet electrons are accelerated down-
ward and precipitate. However, since the hot plasma sheet
ions have an energyW ′

⊥+
in keV that is larger than1⊥φ̂ in

kV (inequality 2 derived above), the plasma sheet ions can
precipitate as well, despite some parallel deceleration, since
1‖φ <1⊥φ̂ <2`+W ′

⊥+
/Z+ ≈ 2W ′

⊥+
. The ions in the upper

ionosphere gain energy through the mechanism of transverse
ion heating by the lower hybrid waves excited by the precip-
itation (Eliasson et al., 1994; Moore et al., 1999). This may
lead to an outflow of the heated ions, mostly protons but with
a significant admixture of oxygen ions. During outflow in the
diverging magnetic field, the perpendicular energy of these
particles is converted adiabatically into parallel energy. Take
this initial energy to beW0 = 100 eV, a realistic value (Elias-
son et al., 1994). The assumption of a constant initial energy
is of course quite crude. In reality it depends on the ion mass,
the ionospheric conditions, and the precipitation, but as the
ionospheric ions are used here as “tracers” to illustrate the ba-
sic behaviour, this assumption is sufficient. In addition to the
initial escape velocity corresponding toW0, the ionospheric
ions experience a further parallel acceleration by the parallel
potential difference as they flow upward, leading to signifi-
cant parallel velocities at high altitude (panel h, blue for H+

and green for O+). The parallel velocity of the O+ ions is
about 1/4th that of the protons because the energy gain is
mass-independent. At the same time, these ions experience
an E ×B drift, which gives them a perpendicular velocity
v⊥ =E⊥/B (panel i). This produces a peculiar behaviour of
the upgoing ion energies (panel j). Inside the transition, the
O+ energy exceeds that of H+: the perpendicular drift speed
increases monotonically with altitude in a mass-independent
manner, so that the O+ ions acquire 4 times more perpendic-
ular energy than the protons. Outside the transition, the en-
ergies of H+ and O+ are identical asW0 was assumed to be
the same for both species and as they are accelerated through
the same potential difference. The outflowing ions have a
high energy inside the boundary, which drops off on a length
scaleλ+ towards the background energyW0. This result can
also be interpreted in terms of the particle pitch angles: inside
the transition the ionospheric ions have mainly perpendicular

energy (pitch angle 90◦), while they have an essentially par-
allel motion above the auroral oval (pitch angle 0◦ or 180◦

depending on the hemisphere).

3.1.2 Advanced field-aligned current model

Consider now the same problem, but with the more advanced
field-aligned current model that includes (small) precipita-
tion/outflow offset currents. Such currents are only present
above the oval and its boundary, not above the polar cap.
The current–voltage relation there is, for1‖φ≥ 0, (slightly)
modified to

j‖ = (jm−0+jm+0+ji−0+ji+0)

+(Km− +K̃m− −K̃m+ +K̃i− −K̃i+)1‖φ

= j0+(K+ +K0)1‖φ= jPO+K+1‖φ,

with precipitation/outflow offset currentjPO= j0+K01‖φ,
where j0 = jm−0 + jm+0 + ji−0 + ji+0 and K0 = K̃m− −

K̃m+ + K̃i− − K̃i+. For1‖φ < 0, the current–voltage rela-
tion there now is

j‖ = (jm−0+jm+0+ji−0+ji+0)

+(Km+ +Ki− −Ki+

+K̃m− −K̃m+ +K̃i− −K̃i+)1‖φ

= j0+(K∗ +K0)1‖φ= jPO+K∗1‖φ.

Above the polar cap, where1‖φ <0, the relation remains

j‖ = (Ki− −Ki+)1‖φ=K−1‖φ.

As long asK0 is small compared toK−, K∗, andK−, the
1‖φ-dependence ofj‖ doesn’t change much. The presence
of a smallj0, however, has a fundamental effect on the nature
of the solution. One must distinguish two different situations.

Negative precipitation/outflow offset current

The boundary condition j‖(+∞) = 0 requires that
1‖φ(+∞) > 0 when jPO< 0. The overall configura-
tion then is the same as before, with a return current on
the poleward (left) side and an upward current on the
equatorward (right) side of the interface. Current continuity
implies

d2φ

dx2
=


1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), x <−P,

1
λ̃2

∗

(φ− φ̂+1φ∗), −P ≤ x < ξ,

1
λ̃2

+

(φ− φ̂+1φ+), ξ ≤ x,

(14)

where λ̃∗ =
√
6P/(K∗ +K0), λ̃+ =

√
6P/(K+ +K0),

1φ∗ = j0/(K∗ +K0), and1φ+ = j0/(K+ +K0). One may
regard1φ∗ and1φ+ as equivalent potentials that would
produce a parallel currentj0 with the given Knight constants
K∗ andK+, respectively.

Expressing the boundary conditions and the continuity of
φ(x) andIP(x) at −P , ξ , and+P again gives a linear 8×8
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jPO<0 jPO>0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 5. Auroral current structure for a monopolar electric field at the lobe–plasma sheet boundary, similar to Fig.4, but now computed with
the advanced field-aligned current model. Left:j0 = −3 µA/m2 andK0 = 0.5 µA/kV m2. Right: j0 = +3 µA/m2 andK0 = 0.5 µA/kV m2.

system, leading to a solution in terms ofξ , the point where
1‖φ changes sign inside the transition. The analytical ex-
pressions are too complicated to be given here, but the prob-
lem can also be solved numerically.

It is instructive to take a look at the thin interface limit,
P → 0. In that caseξ → 0. The solution then is

φ= φ̂+


(1⊥φ̂−1φ+ − λ̃+1ε)

λ−ex/λ−

λ−+λ̃+

,

x <0,

−(1⊥φ̂−1φ++λ−1ε)
λ̃+e−x/λ̃+

λ−+λ̃+

−1φ+,

0≤ x,

(15)

with the field-aligned currents

j‖ =


K−(1⊥φ̂−1φ+−λ̃+1ε)

λ−ex/λ−

λ−+λ̃+

,

x <0,

−(K++K0)(1⊥φ̂−1φ++λ−1ε)
λ̃+e−x/λ̃+

λ−+λ̃+

,

0≤ x,

(16)

from which λ̃∗ and 1φ∗ have disappeared. Note that
φ(+∞)= −1φ+ > 0 and thatj‖(+∞)= 0 to satisfy the
boundary conditions.

Figure5, left column, shows the lobe-plasma sheet bound-
ary configuration, for the same parameters as before. A
small precipitation/outflow offset current is added, charac-
terized byj0 = −3 µA/m2 andK0 = 0.5 µA/kVm2, values

that make sense when compared to the field-aligned currents
produced by parallel acceleration. The ionospheric potential
(panel a, blue) remains above the magnetospheric potential
for x→ +∞ (panel a, green), so that1‖φ < 0 on the lobe
side and1‖φ > 0 on the plasma sheet side, changing sign at
ξ = −1.8 km (slightly poleward of its position in the absence
of a precipitation/outflow offset current), and asymptotically
reaching the value1φ+ (panel b). The presence of the small
jPO does not significantly affect the electrostatic structure:
The field-aligned currents, the electric fields, and the Peder-
sen current remain essentially the same (panels c–g). What
does change, however, are the properties of the outflow-
ing ionospheric ions. Since there exists a nonzero positive
1‖φ≥1φ+ throughout the auroral oval region, the upgoing
ions experience parallel electrostatic acceleration throughout
that region (panel h). The perpendicular ion velocities are not
really affected (panel i). As a result, the energy of the out-
flowing ions above the oval is noticeably higher, at a value
W0+Z+e1φ+ away from the interface (panel j).

Positive precipitation/outflow offset current

WhenjPO>0, the parallel current can vanish asymptotically
only if 1‖φ < 0 there. The configuration is now a bit more
complicated: For a small positivejPO>0, the parallel poten-
tial difference is negative forx < ξ , with ξ inside the transi-
tion, positive forξ ≤ x ≤ η, with η >P , and negative again
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for x >η. Current continuity states that

d2φ

dx2
=



1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), x<−P,

1
λ̃2

∗

(φ− φ̂+1φ∗), −P≤x<ξ,

1
λ̃2

+

(φ− φ̂+1φ+), ξ≤x<η,

1
λ̃2

∗

(φ− φ̂+1φ∗), η≤x.

(17)

Expressing the boundary conditions and the continuity ofφ

andIP at x = −P , ξ , +P , andη, results in a 10×10 linear
system that gives the solution in terms ofξ andη. These tran-
sition points are found from the nonlinear algebraic system
1‖φ(ξ)= 0 and1‖φ(η)= 0, which can be solved numeri-
cally.

The problem is more tractable in the thin interface limit
P → 0, whenξ = 0. Current continuity then is expressed by

d2φ

dx2
=


1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), x <0,
1
λ̃2

+

(φ− φ̂+1φ+), 0≤ x <η,

1
λ̃2

∗

(φ− φ̂+1φ∗), η≤ x,

(18)

with the notation introduced before. Expressing the bound-
ary conditions and the continuity ofφ(x) andIP(x) at x= 0
andx = η, results in a 6×6 system that gives the solution
in terms ofη. The latter is found from the condition that
1‖φ(η)= 0, which is the nonlinear algebraic equation

(
1φ+

λ̃+

+
1φ∗

λ̃∗

)(λ̃+ +λ−)e2η/λ̃+

+2(1⊥φ̂−1φ+ +λ−1ε)eη/λ̃+

+(
1φ+

λ̃+

−
1φ∗

λ̃∗

)(λ̃+ −λ−)= 0.

This equation is quadratic in eη/λ̃+ and can be solved analyt-
ically. An approximation is found by observing thatjPO is
small, so thatη� λ̃+. The quadratic equation then reduces
to a linear one, from which

η≈ λ̃+ log
−2(1⊥φ̂−1φ+ +λ−1ε)

(
1φ+

λ̃+

+
1φ∗

λ̃∗

)(λ̃+ +λ−)
.

The argument of the logarithm is positive for1⊥φ̂ < 0 and
when1ε is small enough. As1φ∗ and1φ+ become smaller
for jPO → 0, the transition pointη becomes progressively
larger.

Figure 5, right column, shows the lobe-plasma sheet
boundary for a precipitation/outflow offset current given by
j0 = +3 µA/m2 andK0 = 0.5 µA/kV m2. The sign changes
of 1‖φ at ξ = −0.3 km andη= 26.0 km determine the lim-
ited extent of the region where the ionospheric ions can es-
cape. The numerical solution of the nonlinear equations
for ξ andη has been simplified by using the values found
for ξ in the absence of precipitation/outflow offset current
(Sect.3.1.1) and for η in the thin interface limit (derived
above) as initial guesses. The ionospheric potential (panel a,
blue) is below the magnetospheric potential (panel a, green)

asx→ +∞. The field-aligned potential difference1‖φ is
negative on the lobe side, changes sign atξ , becomes pos-
itive on the plasma sheet side, until it turns negative again
at η, after which it asymptotically reaches the value1φ∗

(panel b). Since the parallel potential difference now is a bit
larger when compared to the casejPO= 0, the field-aligned
currents are somewhat stronger and the ionospheric perpen-
dicular electric field and the Pedersen current are more in-
tense (panels c–g). The outflowing ionospheric ions now
have to overcome an electric potential barrier forx > η. If
their initial energyW0 exceedsZ+e1‖φ, they can still es-
cape but their parallel velocity is reduced; ifW0 is insuf-
ficient to overcome the barrier, then the outflow region has
only a limited extent, as in the present example (panels h–j).

3.2 Monopolar field with 1⊥φ̂ ≥ 0

The auroral current circuit has a completely different struc-
ture for the opposite sign of the potential difference across
the interface,1⊥φ̂ ≥ 0. We will address this situation only
with the basic field-aligned current model.

3.2.1 Basic field-aligned current model,1ε > 0

If 1ε > 0, the parallel potential difference must be positive
for x <0 and negative forx >0, with a sign change at a point
ξ inside the boundary. Following the basic field-aligned cur-
rent model, the parallel currents above the auroral oval and
the equatorward part of the boundary, where1‖φ <0, are

j‖ = (Ki− −Ki+ +Km+)1‖φ=K∗1‖φ.

With 1‖φ >0, the parallel currents are

j‖ =Km−1‖φ=K+1‖φ

above the poleward part of the boundary. The lobe and
the polar cap are not able to supply significant current for
1‖φ > 0, resulting in a small Knight constant as there are
not enough lobe particles to maintain a strong precipitation
(the lobe density may be 0.1-0.5 particles per cm3 (Engwall
et al., 2006), but their low energies correspond to a narrow
loss cone and to speeds that are too slow to provide a sig-
nificant flux) nor ionospheric particles to flow upward (neg-
ligible precipitation implies that the upper ionosphere is not
heated; also, the sign of the parallel potential is such that it
now has to accelerate ions rather than electrons out of the
ionosphere, which is much harder because of their mass). A
small Knight constant is equivalent to a long length scale.
As long as this length scale exceeds the size of the region
considered here, the Knight constant is effectively zero and

j‖ = 0
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Basic model1ε >0 Basic model1ε <0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 6. Auroral current structure for monopolar electric fields at a lobe–plasma sheet boundary with1⊥φ̂= +5 kV. The boundary thickness
is 10 km at ionospheric altitude. The basic field-aligned current model was used. Left:εL = −80 mV/m andεR = 30 mV/m. Right:
εL = 30 mV/m andεR = −80 mV/m.

above the polar cap. Current continuity can now be expressed
as

d2φ

dx2
=


0, x <−P,

1
λ2

+

(φ− φ̂), −P ≤ x < ξ,

1
λ2

∗

(φ− φ̂), ξ ≤ x.

(19)

Solving this ordinary differential equation piecewise gives
the ionospheric potential in terms ofξ , which is found from
1‖φ(ξ)= 0.

It is again illustrative to consider the thin interface limit,
in which the ionospheric potential is

φ= φ̂+

{
1⊥φ̂−λ∗1ε, x <0,

−λ∗1εe−x/λ∗ , 0≤ x.
(20)

The ionospheric potential above the polar cap varies linearly
with x, with the same slope aŝφ. Obviously,λ+ does not
intervene in the thin interface solution.

The left panel of Fig.6 shows a typical solution for
1⊥φ̂ = 5 kV and for aP = 5 km thick interface. The paral-
lel potential difference (panel b) is large above the polar cap,
on the order of1⊥φ̂. In the example the convection elec-
tric fields were chosen rather large to obtain a clear figure,
εL = −80 mV/m andεR = 30 mV/m. A strong field-aligned
current appears inside the boundary, near its poleward border
(panels c and d, between−P = −5 km andξ = 2.2 km). This

current layer is associated with a narrow region of magneto-
spheric electron precipitation and upward accelerated iono-
spheric ions. It is separated by a gap from the continuous
precipitation and upflow above the auroral oval. The precip-
itating electrons come from the poleward edge of the plasma
sheet population, which pervades the interface. In the sim-
ple description used here, the density of the plasma sheet
particles drops abruptly at that poleward edge, while in re-
ality a smooth change in density is expected across the in-
terface over a thickness scale dictated by the particle gyrora-
dius. Above the auroral oval, away from its poleward border,
there is ionospheric ion outflow (panel h) but these ions are
not accelerated beyond their initial energyW0 (panel j).

3.2.2 Basic field-aligned current model,1ε < 0

If 1ε <0, it turns out that several configurations are possible,
depending on the values ofεL , εR, P , and1⊥φ̂. Only one of
them will be analyzed here. Consider the situation where
1‖φ > 0 everywhere. The field-aligned currents above the
auroral oval and its boundary are

j‖ =Km−1‖φ=K+1‖φ,

while above the polar cap

j‖ = 0.
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Fig. 7. Various configurations can give rise to bipolar auroral electric fields. This sketch shows the geometry

for a slab of plasma sheet-like hot plasma (orange), embedded in the cold lobe medium (black) and separated

from the plasma sheet itself (green). Such an entity would map into the polar cap, and could give rise to a

polar cap arc. Up- and downward currents (represented by arrows) couple the magnetospheric structure to its

ionospheric signature. The inset shows the one-dimensional situation considered here. The blue curve gives

the magnetospheric electric potential φ̂ as a function of position across the structure, from pole to equator. The

shaded region indicates where hot ion and electron precipitation and ionospheric ion outflow occur. Hot ion and

electron precipitation extend throughout both interfaces.
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Fig. 7. Various configurations can give rise to bipolar auroral electric fields. This sketch shows the geometry for a slab of plasma sheet-
like hot plasma (orange), embedded in the cold lobe medium (black) and separated from the plasma sheet itself (green). Such an entity
would map into the polar cap, and could give rise to a polar cap arc. Up- and downward currents (represented by arrows) couple the
magnetospheric structure to its ionospheric signature. The inset shows the one-dimensional situation considered here. The blue curve gives
the magnetospheric electric potentialφ̂ as a function of position across the structure, from pole to equator. The shaded region indicates where
hot ion and electron precipitation and ionospheric ion outflow occur. Hot ion and electron precipitation extend throughout both interfaces.

The solution can again be computed from the current conti-
nuity condition. The ionospheric potential in the thin inter-
face limit is

φ= φ̂+

{
1⊥φ̂−λ+1ε, x <0,

−λ+1εe−x/λ+ , 0≤ x,
(21)

which is very similar to the previous case. As shown in the
right panel of Fig.6, a field-aligned current appears at the
poleward edge of the interface and the gap between the out-
flow in the polar cap boundary and above the oval has disap-
peared.

4 Bipolar electric fields

Turning to the case of bipolar electric fields, the number
of possible configurations increases dramatically. The dis-
cussion is limited here to situations where hot plasma sheet
plasma is embedded in colder plasma sheet or lobe material
(Fig. 7). The medium on either side of the structure is as-
sumed to be identical, and the two potential jumps1⊥φ̂L and
1⊥φ̂R on either side have the same order of magnitude.

4.1 Bipolar field with 1⊥φ̂L < 0 and1⊥φ̂R > 0

Consider a pair of interfaces, separated by a distance 2S. The
left interface has half-thicknessPL , the one at the rightPR.
This situation can be represented by a magnetospheric poten-
tial profile of the form (Fig.7)

φ̂=



−1⊥φ̂L+εC(S−PL)−εL(x+S+PL),

x <−S−PL,

+εC(S−PL)+
1⊥φ̂L
2PL

(x+S−PL),

−S−PL ≤ x <−S+PL,

−εCx,

−S+PL ≤ x <+S−PR,

−εC(S−PR)+
1⊥φ̂R
2PR

(x−S+PR),

+S−PR ≤ x <+S+PR,

+1⊥φ̂R−εC(S−PR)−εR(x−S−PR),

+S+PR ≤ x,

(22)

whereφ̂(0)= 0. The size of the structure,S, is larger than
the interface thicknesses but smaller than or on the order of
the characteristic auroral length scales (λ−, λ∗, λ+); if not, it
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would be more appropriate to view the two potential jumps as
individual monopolar transitions. Small convection electric
fieldsεL , εC, andεR may be present. When1⊥φ̂L < 0 (> 0)
and1⊥φ̂R> 0 (< 0), the parallel potential difference is neg-
ative (positive) outside the structure and positive (negative)
within.

4.1.1 Basic field-aligned current model

The parallel potential changes from negative to positive at
some pointξ in the left interface, and from positive to nega-
tive atη in the right interface, so that

d2φ

dx2
=



1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), x <−S−PL,

1
λ2

∗

(φ− φ̂), −S−PL ≤ x < ξ,

1
λ2

+

(φ− φ̂), ξ ≤ x <η,

1
λ2

∗

(φ− φ̂), η≤ x <+S+PR,

1
λ2

−

(φ− φ̂), +S+PR ≤ x.

(23)

The same solution strategy applies as before, with1‖φ(ξ)=

0 and1‖φ(η)= 0 forming a set of two nonlinear algebraic
equations from whichξ andη are obtained. The analytical
form of the solution is not given here as it is too complicated
to be useful.

It is again instructive to look at the thin interface limit,
whenξ = −S andη= +S. Using the boundary conditions
and requiring continuity ofφ(x) andIP(x) at −S and+S,
and solving the system, results in

φ= φ̂+



(α+1⊥φ̂L)e(x+S)/λ− ,

x <−P,

βe2S/λ+−α

e4S/λ+−1
e(x+S)/λ++

αe2S/λ+−β

e4S/λ+−1
e−(x−S)/λ+ ,

−P ≤ x <+P,

(β−1⊥φ̂R)e−(x−S)/λ− ,

+P ≤ x,

(24)

where the field-aligned potential differences just inward of
the left and right boundaries are

α = λ−(1⊥φ̂L[e4S/λ+(λ+ +λ−)+(λ+ −λ−)]

−λ+1εL[e4S/λ+(λ+ +λ−)−(λ+ −λ−)]

+2e2S/λ+λ+(1⊥φ̂R+λ−1εR) )/κ−1⊥φ̂L,

β = λ−(1⊥φ̂R[e4S/λ+(λ+ +λ−)+(λ+ −λ−)]

+λ+1εR[e4S/λ+(λ+ +λ−)−(λ+ −λ−)]

−2e2S/λ+λ+(1⊥φ̂L +λ−1εL) )/κ+1⊥φ̂R,

whereκ = e4S/λ+(λ++λ−)
2
−(λ+−λ−)

2 and where1εL =

εC−εL and1εR = εC−εR. ForS� λ+, the terms in e4S/λ+

dominate. The terms involving1⊥φ̂R and1εR in the ex-
pression forα, and those involving1⊥φ̂L and1εL in the
expression forβ, then become irrelevant: The parallel poten-
tial at one boundary does not depend on the potential jump

at the other boundary. As expected, the two problems decou-
ple completely forS→ ∞, as Eq. (24) then reduces to two
separate instantiations of Eq. (10).

Whenλ− � S, that is, whenK− is very large, a simpler
form of solution is found, withα= −1⊥φ̂L andβ =1⊥φ̂R,
so that

φ= φ̂ +
1⊥φ̂Re2S/λ+ +1⊥φ̂L

e4S/λ+ −1
e(x+S)/λ+

−
1⊥φ̂Le2S/λ+ +1⊥φ̂R

e4S/λ+ −1
e−(x−S)/λ+

inside the central region andφ= φ̂ outside. The upward cur-
rent clearly extends throughout the embedded region, with
impulse-like return current regions on either side. The au-
roral current circuit then is completely characterized by the
φ̂-profile and byλ+ (or, equivalently,K+). Using the sym-
metric version of this simple solution, with1⊥φ̂= −1⊥φ̂L =

+1⊥φ̂R, it is easy to assess the thickness above which the
bipolar structure can be considered as two adjacent monopo-
lar ones. The relative magnitude of the parallel potential dif-
ference at the center is

1‖φ(0)

1⊥φ̂
=
φ(0)− φ̂(0)

1⊥φ̂
=

1

cosh(2S/λ+)
,

so that1‖φ(0) is less than a fractionψ of the maximum po-
tential difference1⊥φ̂ for a thickness 2S >λ+arccosh(1/ψ).
For instance, forψ = 0.1, the thickness must exceed
2.993λ+.

Figure 8, left panel, shows the solution for a bipo-
lar configuration with1⊥φ̂L = −5 kV and1⊥φ̂R = +3 kV,
εL = 10 mV/m, εC = 50 mV/m, andεR = −30 mV/m, and
with K− = 15 µA/kV m2, K∗ = 17 µA/kV m2, andK+ =

5 µA/kV m2 as before. The interface half-thicknesses are
PL = 4 km andPR = 5 km, less than the embedded region
thickness, but of the same order. A positive1‖φ is found in
the hot plasma region, which is 2S= 40 km wide. The paral-
lel potential changes sign atξ = −21.0 km andη= 23.1 km.
Hot electron precipitation is fairly intense in the inner region,
with accelerating potentialsα andβ of the order of1⊥φ̂L
and1⊥φ̂R (panels a and b). Since the energy of the hot ions
exceeds1⊥φ̂L and1⊥φ̂R (if not, such tangential disconti-
nuities could not exist), they are able to precipitate as well
despite the fact that1‖φ decelerates them. Given the fact
that the hot particle precipitation extends throughout the in-
terfaces, upflowing ionospheric ions are found over a region
that is slightly broader than[ξ,η], as just outside this region
the ions have an energyW0 that enables them to overcome
even a slight negative1‖φ. Upward field-aligned currents
flow in the embedded plasma region, while return currents
flow on either side (panels c and d). The bipolar perpen-
dicular electric field at magnetospheric altitude is character-
ized by two pulses of opposite sign (panel e), while the iono-
sphericE⊥ alternates sign more smoothly across the bipolar
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1⊥φ̂L <0,1⊥φ̂R>0 1⊥φ̂L >0,1⊥φ̂R<0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 8. Auroral current structure for bipolar electric fields that correspond to a 40 km wide region (400 km in the magnetosphere) of plasma
sheet material embedded in the lobe. The left and right interfaces have thicknesses of 8 and 10 km. Left: for electric potential jumps
1⊥φ̂L = −5 kV and1⊥φ̂R = +3 kV and convection electric fieldsεL = 10 mV/m, εC = 50 mV/m, andεR = −30 mV/m. Right: for electric
potential jumps1⊥φ̂L = +5 kV and1⊥φ̂R = −3 kV. The convection electric fields areεL = −20 mV/m, εC = 0 mV/m, andεR = 10 mV/m.

electric field structure (panel f). The profile of the Peder-
sen current illustrates that the upward and downward currents
across each of both interfaces more or less balance each other
(panel g). Ionospheric ions are accelerated upward and ac-
quire a substantial parallel velocity (panel h). The particles
acquire a perpendicularE ×B drift velocity (pitch angles
90◦) of opposite sign at the two interfaces (panel i). Inside
the embedded plasma sheet region, the upgoing ion energy
is mainly parallel (pitch angle 0◦ or 180◦ depending on the
hemisphere), as the ions there gain a significant parallel en-
ergy by field-aligned acceleration, on top of their initial en-
ergyW0 (panel j).

4.1.2 Advanced field-aligned current model

It is possible to address the same problem with the advanced
field-aligned current model. For a negativejPO, the sign of
1‖φ is positive in the embedded region, so that the same
type of solution remains valid. For a positivejPO, the par-
allel potential1‖φ can in principle become negative in the
embedded region. However, ifS is of the order ofλ+ and
if j0 is small, this never happens as the length scale associ-
ated withj0 is much wider than the structure. A smalljPO
therefore does not significantly affect the solution.

4.2 Bipolar field with 1⊥φ̂L > 0 and1⊥φ̂R < 0

If the magnetospheric potential jumps have the opposite sign
as before,1⊥φ̂L > 0 and1⊥φ̂R< 0, different configurations
are possible depending on the signs of1εL and1εR. As
an example, the discussion here addresses the case1εL > 0
and1εR< 0, with small convection electric fields, so that
the parallel potential difference is negative in the embedded
layer.

4.2.1 Basic field-aligned current model

Given that1‖φ < 0 between pointsξ andη located inside
the interfaces, and1‖φ >0 outside, current continuity based
on the basic field-aligned current model dictates that

d2φ

dx2
=



0, x <−S−PL,

1
λ2

+

(φ− φ̂), −S−PL ≤ x < ξ,

1
λ2

∗

(φ− φ̂), ξ ≤ x <η,

1
λ2

+

(φ− φ̂), η≤ x <+S+PR,

0, +S+PR ≤ x.

(25)

For the sake of simplicity, we turn again to the thin interface
limit where ξ = −S andη= +S. The ionospheric potential
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then is

φ= φ̂+



α+1⊥φ̂L,

x <−P,

αeS/λ∗−βe−S/λ∗

2sinh(2S/λ∗)
e−x/λ∗−

αe−S/λ∗−βeS/λ∗
2sinh(2S/λ∗)

ex/λ∗,

−P ≤ x <+P,

β−1⊥φ̂R,

+P ≤ x,

(26)

where the field-aligned potential differences just inward of
the left and right boundaries are

α = −
λ∗

tanh(2S/λ∗)

(
1εL −

1εR

cosh(2S/λ∗)

)
,

β = +
λ∗

tanh(2S/λ∗)

(
1εR−

1εL

cosh(2S/λ∗)

)
.

The above expressions forα andβ illustrate howα becomes
independent of1εR andβ of1εL for largeS/λ∗, as the elec-
tric field structure then consists of two individual monopolar
transitions.

Figure8, right column, shows the solution for thick bound-
aries (PL = 4 km and PR = 5 km). The parallel poten-
tial difference changes sign at pointsξ = −17.1 km and
η= 16.6 km. Since the hot particle precipitation is present
throughout the two interfaces, upward current regions with
electron precipitation and upgoing ions are present at the
outer edges of the interfaces; the return current is situated
below the core of the embedded structure.

4.2.2 Advanced field-aligned current model

It is again possible to address this problem with the ad-
vanced field-aligned current model. Since, however, the
field-aligned currents are still considered negligible outside
the embedded structure, there will only be a small effect on
the solution inside the structure. If the embedded region is
narrow enough, that effect is negligible.

5 Conclusions

Auroral current circuits are associated with magnetospheric
interfaces (Roth et al., 1993; Marghitu et al., 2006; Echim
et al., 2007, 2009; Johansson et al., 2006). The hypothe-
sis made here is that an external potential difference may
exist across such interfaces (as inRoth et al., 1993). A
different, but essentially equivalent assumption is that there
may be velocity shears across them (as inDe Keyser, 1999;
Echim et al., 2007). Based on fundamental properties of
field-aligned plasma interfaces (tangential discontinuities),
this paper has demonstrated that these potential differences
give rise to strong perpendicular electric fields inside the in-
terfaces, of monopolar and bipolar type, or even more com-
plicated. In addition, an analysis of auroral current circuit

structure associated with these monopolar and bipolar elec-
tric fields has been presented. The analysis is based on the
principle of current continuity in the context of an electro-
static model, so that the horizontal ionospheric current can be
related to the field-aligned currents in- and out of the iono-
sphere. This allows the computation of the field-aligned po-
tential differences, the parallel currents, and the properties of
escaping ionospheric ions. The simplifications (ad hoc pro-
file of the magnetospheric electric potential, constant con-
ductivity, piecewise linear form of the current–voltage rela-
tion, ...) are such that the essential properties of the system
are retained (see alsoDe Keyser and Echim, 2010).

Three possibilities have been considered:

1. Hot plasma sheet material in contact with cold lobe
plasma: This is exactly the situation at the plasma sheet
boundary layer (the polar cap boundary). It has been
shown that it is quite natural that a significant exter-
nal potential difference appears across this layer. Ki-
netic model simulations illustrate that this gives rise to
monopolar electric fields. The association of monopolar
fields with the polar cap boundary has been established
observationally (Johansson et al., 2006). An analysis
of the electric structure shows that, for an equatorward
monopolar field, the hot particles can always precipi-
tate so that they can heat up the ionosphere and lead to
the escape of ionospheric ions. For a poleward electric
field, precipitation and ion escape are typically weaker
and sometimes even precluded.

2. Hot plasma sheet material embedded in cold lobe
plasma: this produces a pair of monopolar fields that
may be so close together that one should treat them as
a bipolar field structure. This can be a model for (some
types of) polar cap arcs (Maggiolo et al., 2006). For
electric field pairs with an equatorward field on the pole-
ward edge and poleward field on the equatorward edge,
hot magnetospheric ions are able to precipitate through-
out the embedded region, which is exactly what is ob-
served in polar cap arcs. For the opposite sign of the
electric fields, electron precipitation and ion outflow is
much less pronounced or even absent.

3. Different hot plasmas in contact with each other: This
occurs at interfaces inside the plasma sheet. Such inter-
nal structure may arise during times of activity in the
tail. In this case, bipolar or even more complicated
electric field structures appear. The regions of oppo-
site electric field then are always close to each other, at
a distance of a few hot particle gyroradii at most. The
predominant association of bipolar fields with the inte-
rior plasma sheet has also been found observationally
(Johansson et al., 2006).

Note that there may be magnetospheric sources of monopolar
or bipolar electric fields other than those in the plasma sheet
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or at the plasma sheet boundary, for instance, in the LLBL
(Echim et al., 2008). The same principles govern the elec-
tric structure of such interfaces to the extent that they can be
modelled as tangential discontinuities.

Monopolar and bipolar electric fields give rise to com-
pound ionospheric structures, that include both upward and
downward current regions. This implies that one finds char-
acteristics of both discrete arcs (in the upward current re-
gions) and of black aurorae (in the return current regions).
For instance, at the polar cap boundary an intense arc is ex-
pected at the poleward edge of the auroral oval, adjacent to a
black aurora at the equatorward edge of the polar cap. In nar-
row bipolar field structures, several successive up- and down-
ward current regions may be present.

Hot plasma sheet particle precipitation often occurs
throughout the auroral oval, with stronger emission typically
at its poleward border due to large potential differences at the
plasma sheet boundary. During substorms, internal structure
may develop in the plasma sheet, giving rise to the subse-
quent appearance of discrete arcs inside the oval. Our anal-
ysis of the various configurations indicates that this precipi-
tation very often leads to a significant outflow of ionospheric
ions. This must be a major source for the H+ and O+ cir-
culation in the magnetosphere (Chappell et al., 1987; Moore
et al., 1999). Another general conclusion is that, for many
of these auroral structures, the ionospheric electric field is
strong enough to produce ionospheric drift and convection
along the auroral arc, thus contributing to ionospheric plasma
convection in the auroral zone (Kullen et al., 2008).

The analysis presented here relies on an electrostatic
model. The magnetospheric configuration varies in time, al-
though the structure often persists over a time scale of min-
utes (e.g.Figueiredo et al., 2005). That is sufficient to estab-
lish the quasi-electrostatic auroral current circuits discussed
here. Major time-dependent effects include, but are not lim-
ited to, (1) low-frequency waves communicating the field
changes between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere (e.g.
Rönnmark and Hamrin, 2000); (2) ionospheric conductivity
variations due to precipitation, ionospheric drift, and neutral
winds (Lyons, 1981; Walterscheid and Lyons, 1992; Echim
et al., 2008); (3) lower hybrid waves, generated in the up-
per ionosphere by the precipitation and responsible for trans-
verse ion heating (Eliasson et al., 1994; Moore et al., 1999);
(4) waves and instabilities due to interactions between the
various up- and downgoing particle beams on the same field
lines; (5) depletion and replenishment of the particles at the
magnetospheric interface as discussed byRoth et al.(1993)
andDe Keyser(1999); and (6) enhanced wave activity pro-
viding the pitch-angle scattering needed for re-populating the
loss cone (e.g.Sigsbee et al., 1998; Swift, 2001).

Appendix A

Solution for monopolar field (1⊥φ̂ < 0)

This Appendix gives the full analytic solution for the iono-
spheric potential in the case of a monopolar electric field
with 1⊥φ̂ < 0 at a thick interface (half-thicknessP ), using
the basic field-aligned current model. This is the problem
described in Sect.3.1.1.

The solution can be expressed in terms ofξ , the point
where the field-aligned potential difference changes sign.
The condition1‖φ(ξ)= 0 corresponds to

1⊥φ̂+2εRP = γ (1⊥φ̂+2εLP), (A1)

where

γ =
λ−e(P−ξ)/λ+

λ−coshξ+P
λ∗

+λ∗sinhξ+P
λ∗

.

Solving this nonlinear equation forξ , the ionospheric poten-
tial is found as

φ= φ̂+



1⊥φ̂+2εLP
2Pν λ−C1e(x+P)/λ− ,

x <−P,

1⊥φ̂+2εLP
2Pν λ∗(C2e−(x−P)/λ∗+C3e(x+P)/λ∗),

−P ≤ x < ξ,

1⊥φ̂+2εRP
4Pν λ+(C4e−(x+P)/λ∗+C5e(x−P)/λ∗),

ξ ≤ x <+P,

1⊥φ̂+2εRP
4Pν λ+C6e−(x−P)/λ+ ,

+P ≤ x,

(A2)

with

ν = (λ∗+λ+)(λ∗+λ−)σ
2
∗ τ

2
∗ −(λ∗−λ+)(λ∗−λ−),

C1 = [(λ+−λ∗)+(λ++λ∗)σ
2
∗ τ

2
∗ −2λ+σ∗τ∗σ+γ /τ+]λ∗,

C2 = (λ++λ∗)λ−σ
2
∗ −(λ−−λ∗)λ+σ∗σ+γ /τ∗τ+,

C3 = (λ+−λ∗)λ− −(λ−+λ∗)λ+σ∗τ∗σ+γ /τ+,

C4 = (λ+−λ∗)(λ−+λ∗)σ
2
∗ τ

2
∗σ

2
+ −(λ++λ∗)(λ−−λ∗)σ

2
+

+4λ+λ−σ∗τ∗σ+τ+/γ,

C5 = −1,

C6 = (λ+−λ∗)(λ−−λ∗)−(λ++λ∗)(λ++λ−)σ
2
∗ τ

2
∗

−(λ++λ∗)(λ−−λ∗)σ
2
+/τ

2
+

+(λ+−λ∗)(λ−+λ∗)σ
2
∗ τ

2
∗σ

2
+/τ

2
+

+4λ−λ∗σ∗τ∗σ+/γ τ+,

whereσ∗ = eξ/λ∗ , σ+ = eξ/λ+ , τ∗ = eP/λ∗ , τ+ = eP/λ+ .
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